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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Petition 74/2005 by Ramón Gálvez (Spanish), on behalf of the National Platform of 
Associations of Informatics Teachers (PNAPI), on the publication by the European Union of 
questionable information regarding the Spanish education system in the field of informatics

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner, a member of the National Platform of Associations of Informatics Teachers 
(PNAPI), calls on the European Union to refrain from disseminating questionable information 
regarding national education systems, even if it is received from the Member States 
themselves. He is referring specifically to the publication of key statistics regarding 
information communications technologies at schools in Europe - 2004 edition - by the 
Eurydice Information Network set up by the European Commission's Directorate General for 
Education and Culture, according to which informatics is a compulsory subject taught by 
specialist teachers in Spain. The petitioner maintains that this is inaccurate and calls for it to 
be corrected. 

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 16 June 2005. Information requested from the Commission under 
Rule 192(4). 

3. Commission reply, received on 28 March 2006.

The Commission has already replied to three written questions and numerous letters 
concerning the subject raised by the petitioner. A complaint has also been forwarded to the 
Ombudsman.

Firstly, the Commission would point out that this is a matter for the Member State authorities, 
which are responsible for the organisation of their respective educational systems.

Secondly, regarding the references to Spain in the Eurydice report entitled 'Key statistics 
regarding information and communications technologies at school in Europe - 2004 edition', 
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the Commission is simply quoting information forwarded to it. The data obtained by the 
national Eurydice offices, in this case the one attached to the Spanish Ministry of Education 
and Science, only concerns legislation in force during a reference year jointly agreed on for 
the purposes of comparison.

Having been alerted to the fact that the information concerning Spain contained in the 
publication might be inaccurate; the Commission immediately contacted the Spanish Ministry 
of Education and Science through the European Eurydice office. The Ministry gave a very 
detailed reply.

In this connection, the Commission has repeatedly stressed the fundamental importance which 
it attaches to the accuracy of the information contained in these publications and is therefore 
particularly attentive with regard to indications concerning possible improvements or 
inaccuracies. It has accordingly passed on all observations received from the Spanish Ministry 
of Education and Science.

As already pointed, out when the Eurydice publication 'Key statistics regarding information 
and communications technologies at schools in Europe' is next reviewed, all problems 
brought to the Commission's attention will be given close consideration and action taken 
accordingly.

The Commission thanks the petitioners for the information they have provided.

4. Further Commission reply, received on 7 May 2007.

‘To supplement its reply of 11 January 2007, the Commission is now able to inform the 
Committee on Petitions of the European Parliament of the following:

1) the decision by the European Ombudsman of 11 July 2006, in response to the 
complaint by Mr Ramón Roman Gálvez (the content of which was identical to 
that of the present petition 74/2005), informing him that his complaint had 
been dismissed (see annexes 1 and 2) due to the fact that the matter was being 
dealt with in the Committee on Petitions;

2) the Commission, in cooperation with the managers of the Spanish national 
Eurydice unit (Ministerio de Educacion y Ciencia) and the European Eurydice
unit, has conducted a review of the various requests sent to it in various forms
by the Plataforma Nacional de Asocianiones de Profesores de Informatica, the 
results of which are set out in Annex 3;

3) the 2004 edition of the publication ‘Key statistics regarding information and 
communications technologies at school in Europe’ has not been and will not be 
republished. According to the work programme of the Eurydice network, the 
next updated edition will be published in 2008.

The annexes to this reply are available on e-Petition.’


